88     MARIA   THERESA    OF   AUSTRIA
The conversation between Francis and Gotter has
been handed down to us. After Gotter had made his
little speech, Francis tried to remain calm. He pointed
out that one of the conditions of the Pragmatic Sanction
was that his wife's heritage was to be " indivisible." In
the name of his wife, he flatly refused to accept any
bribes. Then he said that the King of Prussia's sug-
gestions reminded him of a man who had slapped an-
other man's face and then said, I am so sorry, I did not
mean it.
Gotter replied: "A part of Silesia will not make
my King much richer, nor will it impoverish Austria."
Francis answered: " Should I, therefore, to please
him, tear the sleeve of my coat to pieces ? "—Gotter
said: " It is not a question of tearing up a sleeve; it
is merely a button on your coat."—Francis asked:'' Well,
wouldn't I be a ridiculous figure if there were a button
missing on my coat ? "—Gotter answered : " You could
cover it up with your hand."
Their voices were rising; a quarrel was obviously
imminent. Maria Theresa had been listening at the;
door. She thought that the interview had lasted long
enough, and she signalled to Francis to end it. If
Gotter, surprised to find her there, had considered
Maria Theresa a weak, pregnant, and helpless young
woman, who listened at doors but was afraid to face
such important discussions herself, he was soon to be
disillusioned. The answer which she sent him was
neither weak nor frightened. The Habsburg tenacity
reflected in her letter startled Europe. She instructed
Gotter to " return to his master and to tell him that as
long as one Prussian soldier remained in Silesia, she
would rather perish than negotiate with the King of
Prussia,"

